In this paper, we consider a nonlinear non-differentiable dynamic system in microbial continuous cultures involving all possible metabolic pathways of the inhibition mechanisms of 3-hydroxypropionaldehyde onto the cell growth and the transport systems of glycerol and 1,3-PD across the cell membrane. First, the existence of the equilibrium point of the system proved. And by numerical calculation, the equilibrium point of the system is obtained. Subsequently, we derive the local bounded properties of the Jacobian, tensor and Hessian matrices of the system. Finally, the local asymptotical stability of the system at equilibrium point is proved.
Introduction
The bioconversion of glycerol to ,-propanediol (,-PD) by Klebsiella pneumoniae is particularly attractive to industry because of renewable feedbacks and potential uses of ,-PD [] . Especially continuous culture is of interest because of its high productivity, stable product quality and high automation.
In recent years, many efforts have been made to understand and express, in mathematical terms, the above mentioned bioconversion. The original model was proposed by Zeng et al. [, ] , in which the concentrations of biomass, glycerol and products (,-PD, acetate and ethanol) in reactor were considered. In addition, ignoring the influence of acetate and ethanol on the fermentation process, Xiu et al. [] discussed the multiplicity of a three-dimensional dynamical system. Based on the model, Xiu et al. [] proposed a fivedimensional one later. On the basis of models, Sun [] developed and re-constructed an eight-dimensional dynamic system considering intracellular substances: -hydroxy propionaldehyde (-HPA), ,-PD and glycerol, which is more reasonable to describe the consumption of substrates and the formation of products.
With the development of fermentation models, there has been a lot of theoretical and numerical research about these models considering the extracellular substances, such as parameter identification works [-] . Since the continuous fermentation proceeds under a steady state (that is, a little change of the initial conditions would not cause a great change of the solutions), the existence of an equilibrium solution and the stability analysis are necessary to evaluate a model describing the continuous fermentation. The stability of equilibrium solutions suggests that proper operating conditions could be chosen to obtain the expected productions' concentrations. However, the stability results are seldom discussed for the complexity of the mathematical models. Li et al. [] mainly discussed the stability of the three-dimensional system by introducing its linearization. Ye et al. [] examined the existence of equilibrium points and proposed an efficient method to calculate the equilibrium points of the five-dimensional model in continuous fermentations. Wang et al. [] discussed the stability of an eight-dimensional system taking the changes of concentrations of intracellular substances into consideration. Chen and Gao [, ] studied positive linear systems with the common linear copositive Lyapunov functions and presented four algorithms to compute common infinity-norm Lyapunov functions. Choi et al. [, ] characterized the h-stability for nonlinear difference systems. Wang et al. [] introduced the h-stability for differential systems with different initial time and formulated the stability criteria. However, especially for the eight-dimensional system being in consideration of both the inhibition mechanisms of -HPA onto the cell growth and the transport systems of glycerol and ,-PD across the cell membrane, the properties of the system and the stability analysis are scarcely discussed.
In this paper, we consider a nonlinear non-differentiable dynamic system in microbial continuous culture, develop Ye's [] method to derive the existence of equilibrium points, and present its local asymptotically stability for the eight-dimensional nonlinear dynamical system presented in [] . Different from the system of [], the eight-dimensional dynamic system considers all possible metabolic pathways of the inhibition mechanisms of -HPA onto the cell growth and the transport systems of glycerol and ,-PD across the cell membrane, and it is a non-differentiable system; especially, we construct differentiable domains to derive the local bounded properties of the Jacobian, tensor and Hessian matrices of the system and the local asymptotically stability on these differentiable domains under some conditions. Numerical experiments are carried out using the parameter values of [] to evaluate the validity of the theoretical work.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section  describes the nonlinear nondifferentiable dynamic system and present the existence of the equilibrium point of the system. By numerical calculation, the equilibrium point of the system is obtained. The local asymptotically stability of Jacobian and Hessian matrices of the system on differential domains are derived in Section . We present the local asymptotical stability under some conditions of the system at equilibrium point. Final conclusions follow in Section .
Nonlinear non-differentiable dynamical system and existence of the equilibrium point
In consideration of the fact that both the inhibition mechanisms of -HPA onto the cell growth and the transport systems of glycerol and ,-PD across the cell membrane are still unclear, we consider the nonlinear non-differentiable system of []
Here 
T is the reaction rate, and its components are
is the specific cellular growth rate, due to the influence of -HPA, it can be expressed as
is the specific consumption rate of extracellular glycerol, q  (x), q  (x) and q  (x) are the specific formation rates of ,-PD, acetate and ethanol, which are defined by
According to the actual fermentation process and Ref.
[], some assumptions are presented.
Assumption . For the control variable
Assumption . For the lower bound and upper bound of the state variable x(t) are
So the admissible set of the state vector is
Assumption . Let f  (x, u) =  and f  (x, u) = , we can find two expressions of x  and x  . Take note that
On the basis of the above four assumptions, define the admissible set of the control vector to be
and Property . According to Property ., we can see that, for any u ∈ U a , there exists one unique solution satisfying system () and denote it as x(t) = x(t, u).
On the basis of the above four assumptions and the two properties, the next theorem is concerned with the existence of equilibrium point of system ().
Theorem . Suppose that Assumptions .-. hold and F(x, u) is defined by equations ()-()
, then, for any u ∈ U a , there exists at least one equilibrium pointx ∈ W a of system (). Since it is difficult to find the accurate solution of nonlinear equations, we define a socalled approximate equilibrium solution in W a , dependent on some steady accuracy ε. Let
Here Because of the existence of the indicator function δ(x), system () is not differentiable at
makes it difficult to discuss the Jacobian matrix and Hessian matrix of F(x) for x ∈ W a and the stability of the approximate equilibrium pointx of system (). Next we will show the local asymptotical stability of the equilibrium pointx of system () in a specified domain of W a .
Asymptotical stability of nonlinear dynamical system
In this section, we will derive the stability of the nonlinear dynamic system (). For any x ∈ W a and u ∈ U a , simplify x(t, u * ) as x(t) and F(x, u * ) as F(x). That is,
Since F(x) is not differentiable at some sub-domains of W a , first we will construct a domain of W a to derive the Jacobian matrix and Hessian matrix of F(x) and their bounded properties. Second, we will get the local asymptotical stability of the equilibrium point of system (). For any x ∈ W a , definē
and a ball
is sufficiently smooth onB(x,δ),B(x,δ) is a non-empty compact set. In the next theorem, we will see that F(x, u) is twice continuously differentiable on (x, u) ∈B(x,δ) × U a .
Theorem . Suppose that Assumptions .-. hold and F(x, u) ∈ R
 is defined by equa-
Proof From equations ()-() and the definition ofB(x,δ), we can see that there is a twoorder partial derivative of F(x, u) on (x, u) ∈B(x,δ) × U a , and all two-order partial derivatives are continuous on (x, u) ∈B(x,δ) × U a . Thus the proof is completed.
Next we will discuss the local asymptotical stability inB(x,δ).
Local bounded properties of F (x), F (x) and f k (x)
Denote F (x) be the Jacobian matrix of ,δ) ) for any i, j, k ∈ I  , so the Jacobian matrix F (x), the tensor F (x) and the Hessian matrix f k (x) exist. To get the local asymptotical stability of the equilibrium pointx of system (), in this section, we will derive the bounded properties of F (x), F (x) and f k (x), k ∈ I  . For this purpose, the definitions of tensor and norm are shown first.
Hessian matrix H k G(x) is defined to be
and the tensor G (x) to be
. . . 
Theorem . Suppose that the conditions of Theorem . hold, then F (x), F (x) and f k (x), k ∈ I  , are bounded on x ∈B(x,δ), whereδ is defined by equation ().
Proof For any x ∈ B(x,δ), the Jacobian matrix
Here
And the tensor F (x) of F(x) is
Therefore, F (x), F (x) and f k (x), k ∈ I  are bounded for any x ∈B(x,δ). For any i ∈ I  , we have Re(λ i ) < . Thus according to Lemma ., we can see that the equilibrium pointx of the linear system () is asymptotically stable.
